
Our company is hiring for a deal desk analyst. Thank you in advance for taking a
look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing
your resume.

Responsibilities for deal desk analyst

Provide recommendations to management on the profitability, viability and
strategic nature of specific deals
Capturing key internal business trends regionally including competitive
positioning, product sales within regions, average discounts, win/loss
analysis, and other key market insights and trends
Assist in reviewing complex bid documents and contracts to ensure that we
are able to meet all requirements from a Revenue Recognition and Legal
perspective
Develop strong relationship that can be transferred across the business, this
is vital as the first point of contact for many separate business units including
Ensuring sales and broader business functions have a clear understanding of
the company’s corporate responsibility policies and ensure deals meet the
compliance standards expected
Work as part of the Sales Finance function to ensure the company is reaching
its overall goals in regards to profitability, margin and market share
Ensuring that relevant deals and transactions have approvals in place and
ensuring the approval matrices are kept updated
Oversee entire ordering process from quote to order execution
Secondary point of contact for the Order Entry Team
Building, editing & trouble-shooting quotes/agreements

Qualifications for deal desk analyst

Example of Deal Desk Analyst Job Description
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2-3 years of experience in sales, sales operations or finance
Minimum of 3 years’ experience with complex software solutions, BA in
Accounting/Finance
Excellent negotiator with strong influencing and problem solving skills
mindset to conduct contract reviews and negotiations on a non-
confrontational win-win basis
Another European language would be a plus
Must have the ability to influence and work collaboratively at all levels of the
organization, be comfortable advising senior sales management on key deals
to support their business


